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Abstract: The alignment ((iterance of accelerating structures is 
estimated by tracking simulations. Both .single-hunch ami 
inulii-bunci) of feels are taken inio account. Correction 
schemes for controlling the single ami multi-bunch ciniliancc 
growth in Uie case of large misalignmcm arc also tested by 
simulations. 

1. AUONMENTTDLHRANCE 

limittance growth caused by random misalignments of 
accelerating structures for NIX' (Next Linear Collider, being 
designed at Si .AC) main linacs are considered. Both single-
bunch effecis and imilii-buneh effeels are inkeu into accotini. 
Tlie effect of other errors. lor example misalignment of 
ijnndrupoles and injection jiller. are not discussed in this 
paper. 

A. Tracki/iy 

A tracking program has been developed to simulate phase 
space beam dynamics in main linacs of ftiiurc linear 
colliders1,1). Parameters fur a 2.SD CieV NI.C linac. which are 
used in our .simulations, arc listed in Table 1. 

To simulate single-bunch effects, each bunch is divided 
into five slices and each slice lias fi\c macro panicles with 
different initial energies, for multi-hunch simulations without 
single bunch effects, each hunch is treated as being rigid. 

The accclcraiitig structures are misaligned randomly and 
the average of the emitiaiiee growih of 100 randomly 
misaligned machines is used lo estimate the alignment 
tolerance. The tolerance depends on the length of an 
"alignment unit" which is aliened independently. Iiach 
alignment unit is assumed to consist of either (a) M structure.1* 
or (b) 1/M structure (M=l.2.3 ). Long scale misalignmen' 
is simulated in Case (a). Alignment of tiirdcrs can also be 
simulated in the case where M structures arc on a girder and 
each girder is aliened independently, with random errors, 
while the siiuciurcs arc perfectly aligned on each inrdcr. 
fabrication errors of each structure are simulated in Case (b). 
Hitch siructure is divided inio M pieces and each piece is 
"aligned" independently. The situation corresponds lo, for 
example, each structure consisting of M pieces brazed 
together with random errors, with each piece fabricated error-
free, fach slice of the beam is kicked by wakelields at the 
center of each structure in (!ase (a) and at the center of each 
piece of structure in Case (b). 

The ininsverse short range uakefunciion was assumed to 
be a linear function. Thoiiuli the shape of the cells changes 
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along a .structure, only averages over a siructure were used for 
both lougitiidimi] and transverse short range wake functions. 

f retjucucies, kick factors and Q'a of die modes of die first 
pass band of Ihe "damped den.ncd stmcture"[2J for the NLC 
were used to obtain the long range transverse wakefield, 
which was used to calculate the inter-bunch effect. In the case 
of simulations for fabrication errors (a structure is divided into 
pieces), each mode is assumed to be localized in dial piece in 
which the centroid of the field amplitude is locaied. Because 
fields of some modes are distributed widely, (his 
approximation wilt not be appropriate for very short pieces of 
structures. Though we do not discuss it here, ii is possible to 
use a more precise method to calculate a wakcfield with 
fabrication errors|3). 

The lattice is a FOIX) lattice wiUi a phase advance of 
about 90°/cell and with a beta function that varies 
approximately as the square root of the beam energy. 

Tabic 1. Parameters used for ihe simulation. 
Accelerating frequency 13.424 GHz 
Beam energy from I0to250GeV 
Loaded gradient 37 MV/m 
I'hase advance/cell 90° 
I.emMholaFODOccll from 8 to 40 in 
Charge per hunch o.7xio I 0 c 
Bund) length 100 mn 
Number of bunches 90 
Bunch spacing 1.4 ns 
Nonnalizcd omittance 3xi0~ 8 m-rad 
Length of ace. structure 1.8 m 
Number of cell /siructure 206 
Structure tvpe Damned detuned 
Average aperture radius 4.9 mm 
Slope of transverse wake R.4xio 1 9 V/CVm* 

One-to-one trajectory steering is assumed to be always 
performed so thai llie beam centroid goes through the center 
of every focusing quadrupole mugne-i. Because all cjuadrupole 
magncLs arc assumed to be perfectly aligned, alignment 
tolerances obtained here should be regarded as tolerances widi 
respect lo the beam or required accuracy of beam based 
alignment of the accelerating structures. 

Figure ] shows the alignment tolerances for averaged 
cmittance growUi of less than 25% as function of alignment 
unit length. The solid line shows tolerances considering both 
single- and multi-bunch effects. Tolerances for die single-
hunch effect alone, and mulii-huiich effect alone are also 
shown here. Comp;iring the three curves, it is noticed that (lie 
single-bunch effect is dominant for longer alignment lengdis 
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and the multi-bunch effect is important only for pieces in each 
structure. The curves have a minimum at an alignment length 
of 16 structures or 32 m, which is about the betatron function 
at the end of the linac. This is expected since, when the 
alignment unit becomes longer than the beta function, (he 
effects of the wakcfield begin to cancel. And the end of the 
linac is the most sensitive region because of the weakly 
focusing lattice. The single-bunch curve for short alignment 
lengths varies according to the -1/2 power up to the lengdi of 
about 16 structures. This is because the effect of the kick by 
wakeficld depends only on the average offset of the beam willi 
respect to the structure center over the length comparable to 
beta function. However, the multi-bunch curve drops for 
alignment length less than one structure. This is because, with 
the misalignment (fabrication error) of pieces in a structure, 
the designed cancellation of the 206 dipole modes of each 
structure is disturbed. 
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Figure 1. Tolerance uf misalignment of damped-dciuned 
structures far 25% einiltancc growth as function uf alignment unit 
length, (a) considering only iho singlc-lnmcti offccis. U»J only the 
mulli-bunch effects, and (c) considering both effects together. Each 
symbol represents the average of trucking with 100 random seeds. 

The minimum alignment tolerance is 5 u>m for an 
alignment unit length of about 32 m. The tolerance for each 
structure is 13 jim. The minimum tolerance for short pieces 
(fabrication) is 9 pm in die case of 7 pieces per structure. 

B. Numerical Method 

In order to save calculation time, a numerical method to 
estimate the alignment tolerance has been developed. The 
essential approximation of this method is that (he amplitude of 
betatron oscillation is negligibly small compared to I lie 
misalignment of structures. This assumption is the same as in 
me analytical method presented clscwhcre[4|. 

We consider the tolerance for alignment units each of 
which consists of several short pieces. The cxpecled emittance 
growth from kicks by wakeficlds due to the misalignment of 
accelerating structures are given as follows. 

where i is index for alignment unit, X index for short piece 
and a; r.m.s. misalignment of structures. 
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where af and 0/ arc twiss parameters at the end of linac and 
Rx 12 a n t i Rx 22 a r e *2 and 22 elements of transfer matrix 
from X to the end of linac. 
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where gm is the charge of wi-th slice of die beam, W(X,z) the 
transverse wake function of X at distance z. Lk die lcngdi of 
die piece and EiX) die beam energy at X. Assuming 
continuous focusing and that die aJignment units are short 
compared with beta function, we obtain an analytical 
expression in Ref. (4J. 

This method was compared with tracking for the NLC 
design in the cases of considering only single-bunch effects, 
only multi-bunch effects, and both effects together. The 
estimated tolerances agree well for any alignment unit length. 

Fabrication errors were studied more carefully using 
numerical methods. Two curves in figure 2 show the 
tolerances as functions of alignment length for two different 
approximations. In bodi cases die wakefield of each mode is 
assumed to be localized in one piece, but (a) assumes that diat 
piece is where die ccntroid of amplitude is. and (b) assumes 
that it is where die phase velocity of me mode is closest to die 
velocity of light[5]. The two curves are different in detail but, 
generally, both have similar behavior with a minimum 
tolerance of about lOprni. 
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Figure 2. Tolerance of fabrication of damped-detuned structures 
for 25% emittance growth as function of alignment length, 
considering only multi-bunch effects from the numerical method, (a) 
assumed the Held is at the center of the amplitude and (b) assumed 
the field is where Vp=c. 

II. CORRECTIONS 
It is expected that one can achieve the required 

alignmeut[6]. But if this is not the case, some additional 
correction can be done. One technique of beam based 
alignment has been suggestcd[7], in which bunch current 
and/or die bunch length are changed, and die trajectories arc 
measured. However (his technique may be difficult to 
implement. Anodier possible approach is a combination of : 
(1) for single bunch correction, trajectory bumps or moving 
structures, tuned by emidance measurements and (2) for 
muld-bunch correction, fast kickers tuned by a bunch-by-



bunch position measurcmeiu[8]. The eminence and bunch-by-
bunch positions are measured at several locations in the linac. 
Jn technique (1). a beam offset with respect to structures is 
intentionally produced at some parts of the linac to 
compensate the effects of wakefield due to misalignment of 
other parts. In (2), the beam is kicked bunch-by-bunch so that 
all bunches have the same trajectory. 

Tracking simulations were performed to test these 
techniques for the 250 GeV NLC linac. Again, note that we 
concentrate only on corrections for the misalignment of 
accelerating structures. 

A. Single-bunch 

In Ujis tracking, some accelerating structures were moved 
instead of trajectory bumps, because of ease of simulation. 
Though, in reality, it may be more flexible and reliable to 
introduce trajectory bumps, both methods have almost the 
same effects. 

We assumed emittance measurement at five locations, at 
beam energy of 30, 60. 100. 150 and 250 GeV. Two sets of 
accelerating structures were moved just before each location 
to minimize die emitmnce. Each set consisted of all structures 
between two qundrupole magnets and the two sets were 
separated by one FODO cell or about 90° betatron phase. The 
r.in.s. of misalignment of each structure was set lo be 30 Jim. 
where the expected einiiinnce growth without corrections is 
130%. The movement of each set of structures was performed 
in 20 urn steps and limited to +-300 pjn. 

Figure 3 shows emittance growth as a function of 
resolution of beam size where the resolution of omittance 
measurement was calculated from e = a2 tpt assuming B at 
focusing magnets near each station. It is shown that precise 
measurement of the emittance is essential for this correction. 

Figure 3. Emitiance growth as function of resolution of beam 
size measurement. Each symbol represents die average of tracking 
with 100 random seeds. 

B. Multi-bunch 

Bunch-by hunch trajectories were assumed to be 
measured by two fast DPMs located at consecutive focusing 
quadrupolc magnets (90° phase difference) at each or the 
same live locations as the single-bunch correction. Two fast 
kickers were also located at consecutive focusing quadrupolcs 
just before the BPMs and the beam was kicked bunch-by-
buncb (except die first bunch) so that ail bunches have the 
same trajectories. One-to-one trajectory correction was also 
performed to make the beam ccntroid go through die center of 
every focusing quadrupole magnet. Tracking was performed 
with 90 bunches including both single- and multi-bunch 

effects. Each structure was divided into 7 pieces and the 
pieces were aligned independently with an r.m.s. error of 25 
fim. This misalignment was chosen so that the multi-bunch 
effects are much stronger man single-bunch effects because 
we are concentrating here on multi-bunch correction. But, 
because it is possible that single-bunch effects become 
significant due to a large bunch offset caused by the multi-
bunch effects, the single-bunch effects were also considered in 
this simulation. The expected emittancc growth without 
corrections was estimated as Ae/e = 1.33. 

Figure 4 (a) and <b) show cmittance growth as function of 
BPM resolution and kicker speed, respectively, where the 
limit of kicker strength is 56 kV. A kicker speed 250 MHz and 
strength limit of 56 kV arc our tentative design values and the 
bunch-by-bunch BPM resolution is expected to be belter dian 
0.2 urn. The results show our design will be effective. 
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Figure 4. Emittance growth vs. (a) BPM resolution and (b) 
Kicker speed, with the slicnglh limit 56 WV. Each structure was 
divided into 7 pieces and misalignment of pieces is 25 fim. Each 
symbol represents the average of tracking with 25 random seeds. 
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